
JOB DESCRIPTION January2023

Job Title Temporary Library Support (Circulation,Inventory, Programming)

Divisional Team Program Support

Department/School Middle School / High School

Reports to MS/HS Librarian

Hire type Temporary Staff_ 26th March to 9th June 2023

ABOUT ISKL

Vision: Know yourself, care for all, and create a better world.

Mission: We are an inclusive and dynamic community where passions, values, and competencies are
cultivated to inspire learners to shape their path as global citizens.

Established in 1965, The International School of Kuala Lumpur (ISKL) has become known as a center of
excellence in the world of international education. ISKL is a co-educational, private, non-profit school
responsible for the learning journey of over 1,500 students aged 3-18 years representing over 65 nationalities at
its state-of-the-art campus in the heart of Kuala Lumpur.

ISKL offers a robust international curriculum that combines leading North American educational frameworks
with global best practices. The curriculum recognizes that students are on a lifelong learning journey and is
driven by ISKL’s Mission to support students in cultivating their passions, values, and competencies as they
shape their path as global citizens.

ISKL is accredited internationally through the Council of International Schools (CIS), in the United States
through the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC), and is an IB World School. ISKL has a
strong school-wide focus on service and sustainability and is a member of the Eco-Schools organization and
the Green Schools Alliance.

JOB PURPOSE
The ISKL libraries recognize and promote the benefits of lifelong reading and learning for all members of the
school community. The library program is an essential component of the school curriculum, supporting
students to develop their abilities as effective critical thinkers and users of information.

We are looking for a temporary library support staff to cover for our regular staff who will be on maternity leave
as stated above.

RESPONSIBILITIES inclusive but not limited to:

● interact, build rapport with, and supervise students using the library for studying, reading, researching
(monitor for safety and appropriate behavior)
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● give basic assistance students: locating resources (searching the catalog, finding books, access to
virtual resources)

● give basic assistance to students who come to the library for printing / copying issues (the library
printer / copier usage is high volume and frequent)

● check books out to students using the library computer programme (and making sure that students do
check out books to avoid loss)

● check books back into the system (drop slot emptied a couple of times a day)
● reshelving books alphabetically (by genre sublocation) or alphabetically (nonfiction)
● accept students payment for lost books using the “Vircle” handheld devices
● assisting with physical book displays and furniture placement  in the library
● processing new library books and resources
● repairing minor damage to books and resources
● assisting with end of year book inventory
● last month of school: communicate with MS and HS students about end of year library returns
● last month of school: consolidate daily student MS and HS student loss payments and communicate

with the appropriate internal ISKL departments for end of year clearance on students (finance,
divisional leaders, teachers)

● support the following end of year curricular resource processes for HS: collecting textbooks (checking
in, inventory, communicating to appropriate departments, managing computer systems for resources)

● ability to take direction and work as a member of a team
● able to adapt to new computer software and programmes (these are not advanced programmes -

minimal training required)

Technical skills
● Be able to demonstrate understanding, patience, and empathy for the needs of the students, and build

upon student strengths towards independence.
● Have strong organizational skills, ability to multitask, and be meticulous with the aim to complete tasks

within a timeline.

Personal attributes
● Emulate and excel in ISKL’s culture in demonstrating empathy and care, commitment to collective

efficacy beliefs in nurturing positive impacts to students’ achievements and have high expectations of
self is an absolute necessity

● Have the ability to interact well with all within the ISKL community, able to navigate and be respectful
in multinational settings

● Maintain a caring yet professional relationship with the students through respecting each student as an
individual

● Be a self-starter, independent, problem-solver, flexible, hardworking and have the ability to be creative
and be an absolute team player

● Be able to think creatively, communicate effectively, reason critically, collaborate constructively and
learn enthusiastically.

Qualifications and experience preferred
● Bachelor’s degree with emphasis in library resources or comparable program preferred.
● Experience in related fields



Important notes:
Role holders are expected to be fully committed and supportive of ISKL’s ongoing commitment to fostering,
cultivating and preserving a culture of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Justice by holding themselves
accountable and by modeling this commitment in the execution of duties and responsibilities in ISKL.

This role profile describes the core output expected in this role and does not encompass a comprehensive list
of specific tasks, temporary activities, or projects initiated as a result of changing contexts. Agility and a
growth mindset are expected of all our employees.

PROCEDURES

Application
Interested candidates are requested to submit applications electronically in a PDF format to include a cover
letter, resume, qualifications and certifications, lists of a minimum of three references, and phone/email
contact details to be addressed to:
Director of Human Resources
Email: recruitment@iskl.edu.my

For a teaching position to begin your application process, please ensure that you are registered with
either Search Associates and/or Sschrole and then complete our online application form on our
website.

Interview
Only those short-listed for an interview will be contacted. The decision and notification of the successful
candidate will be made as soon as the interview process is complete.

(Closing date to receive applications:   6 February 2023)

Candidates should be aware that in the event an exceptional applicant is identified early in the search
process, ISKL reserves the right to make an appointment before the deadline is reached. Interested
candidates are therefore advised to apply as early as possible.

mailto:recruitment@iskl.edu.my
https://www.iskl.edu.my/careers-at-iskl/career-openings/

